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Welcome
Take an adventure and roam Idaho’s rangeland with me.  My 
name is Sage. I live on an Idaho ranch. I am responsible,  
reliable, active and really smart. No matter what is going on  
at the ranch, I focus on my job which is watching over the
livestock. My favorite part of the job is moving the livestock to  
greener pastures as the seasons change. My ranching family  
and their ranch hands work together to keep the lands and  
animals healthy.

As we travel through the seasons, notice how the rangeland  
changes. The amount of plants and water also changes each  
year, too, depending on the weather. Weather includes  
precipitation (rain and snow) and temperature (hot and cold).

On your adventure you will participate in activities that help
you learn about rangeland. Follow your adventure guide and
complete each activity.

Activity
Look at the map on the left and estimate the “Average Annual
Precipitation” your county receives in one year.

What county do you live in? 

How many inches do you get where you live?
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Rangeland (54%)

Forest (32%)

Farmland (9%)

Irrigated Pasture (2%)

Urban Areas (2%)

Water (1%)
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Working on the Range
My job and home is on rangeland. Rangeland is wide open  
spaces with grasses, shrubs, and wildflowers where wildlife  
and livestock graze. I roam on rangeland with deer, antelope,  
sage-grouse, elk, cattle, sheep and many other animals.
We stay close to home during the snowy winter months to  
keep the livestock safe and fed.

My favorite time is when the calves and lambs are born. In  
the spring, the sage-grouse begin to nest and do their funny  
mating dance. Elk, deer and pronghorn have their
babies, too. As the grass starts to green up in the spring,  
we all head out to the rangeland.

Activity
Do you have rangeland where you live?

Look at the map on the left and circle where you live.

What is the major land cover in your county?
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Caring for Rangeland Plants
Every year, plants change depending on the amount of water  
their roots absorb from the surrounding soil. When it snows  
and rains more, plants grow larger and can feed more wildlife  
and livestock. When there is a lack of precipitation over a long 
time period (or drought), plants don’t grow as much.

Plants begin to grow when the weather warms up in the  
spring. Cheatgrass, an annual grass, is the first to green up. 
Animals eat it when it is soft and green.

Grasses and wildflowers (forbs) start growing and make good 
food for cattle, sheep, and wildlife. These plants have been  
grazed by livestock and wildlife for hundreds of years and  
continue to thrive due to their deep roots.

We move the livestock quickly through the spring range so 
the plants will grow and produce seeds for new plants.

Activity
Spin the WINTER WHEEL and record how many inches of 
precipitation you received on the rangeland this winter.

Inches?

Think about how this will impact plants, animals, and humans.
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An Upside-Down Forest
Rangeland is like an upside-down forest. Most of each plant  
grows below your feet. Healthy plant communities include  
shrubs (like sagebrush), grasses (like Idaho fescue) and forbs  
(wildflowers).

Each of these plants use different strategies to capture water  
and nutrients from the soil. Sagebrush has a deep taproot that 
allows it to get water and nutrients that grasses and forbs  
can’t reach. Perennial grasses have fibrous roots that absorb  
water and nutrients over a large surface area closer to the  
surface of the soil. Annual grasses have shallow roots. Forbs  
have either a taproot or fibrous roots.

Activity
Match each plant to its root below. Identify which type of root
each plant has (a taproot or a fibrous root).

shrub perennial forb annual
grass grass



Rangeland Provides Habitat
Habitat is food, water, shelter, and space for our wildlife and  
livestock friends. Sage-grouse raise their chicks under sage-
brush to keep them safe from predators. Chicks eat small  
wildflowers and insects and need water like all wildlife.

Ranchers make sure the water troughs are working for  
livestock and wildlife. They add small ladders inside the 
troughs for birds and other small animals to safely use.

Our journey is constantly changing as we roam in search of  
habitat. We follow the green as the seasons change. Soon we 
make it to the higher country where it rains more, is cooler  
and grass grows taller.
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Activity
Spin the SPRING WHEEL and record how many inches of
precipitation you received on the rangeland this spring.

Inches?

Think about how this impacts the rangeland.
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The Scoop on Poop
LIVESTOCK MANURE ON RANGELAND
• provides a microclimate for plants to grow

by holding in moisture for new seedlings
• supplies nutrients that plants, bacteria and

fungi need to grow
• fertilizes range plants and home gardens
• is prime habitat for bugs that are critical

food for birds
• provides soil structure

Activity
Look closely at the cow pie. What do you see?
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Responsibilities on the Range
Kids get out of school and families head to the hills to camp  
and recreate. Most of the time, pets stay close to their owners. 
But sometimes they think it’s fun to chase animals.
THIS IS NOT OK.

Guard dogs, like the Great  
Pyrenees, protect sheep from 
predators while I herd my  
livestock. We are very  
serious about our jobs. If we  
see your pet trying to play  
with animals, your pet might 
be in big trouble. Respect all  
animals and keep away from  
them to stay safe.

Activity
Cross out what you should NOT do on rangeland.

Hiking on Trails

Lighting Fireworks 

Fishing

Chasing Animals  

Biking on Trails

ATV Riding on Trails  

Putting Out Your Campfire
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ATV Riding Off Trails

Hunting Dumping 

Garbage  

Horseback Riding

Starting Fires Accidentally 

Leaving Gates
As You Found Them

Shooting Holes in WaterTanks



Workplaces and Playgrounds
Rangeland is a HOME to wildlife, livestock and plants;  
a WORKPLACE for some people and a PLAYGROUND for
others. I see them hiking, biking, camping and riding their  
horses and all-terrain vehicles. Sometimes a few people can 
ruin the fun for everyone by being careless with fire or fire-
works. When this happens, wildfires can start and become  
very dangerous.

Activity
Circle all the ways you use rangeland.

What other ways do you and your friends use rangeland?
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Plants: Forage and Fuel
Plants are forage for animals to eat. In a fire, plants are fuel.  
Most rangeland plants dry out during the summer and turn  
brown. Annual plants, like cheatgrass, dry out first with their  
shallow roots.

If a wildfire starts, dried-out plants are fuel. Livestock grazing
can reduce fuel which helps minimize the speed and distance
that a wildfire spreads.

Wildfires move fast and are scary for everyone. We must hurry
and move the livestock to safety when a fire starts.
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Activity
Spin the SUMMER WHEEL and record how much precipitation
your rangeland receives this summer.

Inches?

Think about how this impacts the rangeland.
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Rangeland Wildfires

wildfires in Idaho are caused by humans.

Firefighters risk their lives to protect us.
Wildlife move fast to find another place 

to live. Smoke from fires is unhealthy
to breathe.

Study the Idaho rangeland  
fire map (2006-2016) showing
fires (red dots) and roads (gray 
lines). Where do the majority  
of wildfires start in Idaho?

Activity
Circle your county
on the map. Has your  
county had wildfires  
over the last 10-years?
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Activity
Spin the WILDFIRE WHEEL.
What was the cause  
of your wildfire?
Circle it on this  
page.

Fire is a result of a HEAT source 
using OXYGEN to burn FUEL

on rangeland.

If you remove one of these 
(heat, oxygen or fuel), 

the fire will die out.

What part of the 
fire triangle 
can animal 

GRAZING
influence?

fuel (plants)



During the Fall Months
Lambs and calves are sold so my family can pay the bills. 
Our ranch is a business and depends on selling healthy  
livestock for our big payday.

There are challenges each year but by working hard, I help  
my ranch family complete their job on rangeland. When a  
wildfire burns the grass, we have to find another place to  
graze. So please care for the land, plants, animals and  
people.

Activity
Spin the FALL WHEEL and record how much precipitation
your rangeland receives this fall.

Inches?

Think about how this impacts the rangeland.
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Rangeland Toolbox
Annual grasses, like cheatgrass, often grow fast from seed  
after a wildfire. Annual plants use most of the water and  
nutrients before perennial plants have a chance to recover.  
Land managers strategize about the best methods to bringback  
plants using rangeland tools.

Activity
Circle the tools you would use to create healthy rangeland.

Herding Livestock

Fencing

Collecting Native Seeds  

Planting Seedlings  

Installing Water Troughs  

Eating Popsicles

Describe how they worktogether.

Grazing

Watching TV 

Growing Seedlings 

Spreading Seeds  

Using Gates
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When You Grow Up
There are many career opportunities working on rangeland.  
Many Idahoans are stewards (caretakers) of rangeland working  
as teams of specialists. Their goal of healthy natural resources  
sustains economic, social, and cultural values for generations  
to come. Let’s explore a few from the team!

RANCHER
Or a livestock manager—this career requires you to have an 
understanding of animal science, agriculture production,  
natural resource and business management.

RangElaNd ecologist
This career is “hands-on” and involves knowing rangeland  
plants, livestock, wildlife and their environment. You also need 
to have knowledge of how livestock graze and how to use this  
tool to create sustainable rangeland.

WildlifE Biologist
Many species of wildlife live on rangeland and the management 
of wildlife habitat (food, water,shelter and space) is an important  
and sought-after skill. Wildlife biologists work with other  
specialists to provide a balanced and sustainable living  
environment for wildlife.
WildlAnd firefighter
Wildland fire is a natural occurrence that can enhance some 
habitats, but damage others. As a team, firefighters decide  
whether to allow a fire to burn or suppress it because of  
threats to public safety, public lands or wildlife.

gis spEcialist
Rangelands cover millions of acres of wide open spaces, in  
fact, so much area that we cannot possibly monitor all of the 
landscape. This career involves creating maps of the land  
and using satellite, aircraft and drones to collect valuable  
information about our environment.

For more information on rangeland careers, visit

globalrangelands.org
IROAM-16



Biodiversity
The variety of living things is called biodiversity. Biodiversity  
is important to the health of the land and wildlife. For example, 
the more kinds of plants we have on the rangeland, the better  
habitat we have for wildlife and livestock. Animals need a  
variety of plants to be happy on the rangeland. Just like you  
want to eat more than broccoli for every meal—animals also  
like a variety of food to eat.

Activity
One way to measure biodiversity is to use species richness or
the number of species in an area. Take some time to review  
the images in the trailer. In the space below, list as many  
plants and animals you find along your adventure.
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Putting the Pieces Together
Now that you are outside of the trailer and have completed  
your adventure through rangeland, describe the things you  
saw and learned. Let’s start by calculating the precipitation  
for your adventure and then filling in each of the topics below.

PRECIPITATION (rain and snow): fill in the blanks be-
low using the number of inches from your adventure:

Winter: +Spring: +Summer: +Fall:

Add all the seasons together to find the annual precip-
itation:

Total Inches For the Year?

Compare the total inches of precipitation you received 
this year with where you live—see the map on page 1.  
Are you below average, above average or just about  
right?

How will this affect the plants, animals, and humans?
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CAN WE HAVE IT ALL? See page 10.
What are the top 3 ways you use rangeland?

Are these the same ways your friends use the land?

Rangeland is managed for multiple uses and some-
times this can be hard. What are some ways we can  
work together when our uses and values are different?

WILDFIRE See page13.
On your adventure, how did the wildfire start or was 
there no fire this year?

Was it human-caused or a natural fire? 

How can you prevent wildfire?
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WHEN YOU GROW UP See page 16.
Choose a rangeland career that interests you and 
explain why you chose that job.

BIODIVERSITY See page 17.
Count the number of species (animals and plants) you 
saw during your adventure. How many kinds of  
animals and plants did you see?

Compare your number with your friends. Who found  
the most species? Who had a healthier rangeland? Why 
does biodiversity matter on rangeland?



TELL US ABOUT YOUR ADVENTURE
Each year, rangeland plants and animals change due  
to the amount of precipitation, the change of use or a  
disturbance like fire. In the space below, write about  
your adventure from the perspective of the career you 
chose.

After you describe your adventure, think about next  
year. What rangeland tools you would use to keep the 
rangeland healthy and productive (see page 15)?

Design and Illustration: Antonia Hedrick—Bureau of Land Management,  
Carew Company and Warren Lassen Communications, Boise, Idaho.



MANAGED GRAZING ON RANGELAND
• minimizes the spread of wildfire by reducing fuel loads
• minimizes the spread of weeds
• creates fire breaks along roads that slow or stop wildfires
• increases healthy plant growth. The same plants continue

to grow and be harvested by livestock and wildlife for food
each year as a renewable resource.

• harvests the sun energy in ways humans cannot. Livestock
can digest many rangeland plants and convert that energy
to human products such as food, wool, and leather goods.

RANCHERS ON RANGELAND
• care for animals and plants
• create wildlife habitat, especially for grassland birds
• provide water for all species by building water troughs
• provide food, wool, and leather to humans
• boost local, state and national economies

Glossary and a list of references 
are available at

idrange.org



ThAnk you for roamiNg 
idAho’s raNgelAnd!

Rangeland covers more than half of Idaho. You learned about
some of the challenges we face in keeping the land healthy.  
Please think about your role in sharing rangeland and caring  
for the plants and animals that deserve a healthy home.

parTNeRs
Idaho Rangeland Resources Commission 
Bureau of Land Management
University of Idaho
Natural Resource Conservation Service  
Laura Moore Cunningham Foundation
U.S. Forest Service
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

aUThorS
April Hulet, University of Idaho
Gretchen Hyde, Idaho Rangeland Resources Commission
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